We propose an architecture for the organisation of linguistic knowledge which allows to (1) separately formulate generalizations for different types of linguistic information, and (2) state interrelations between partial information belonging to different levels of description. We use typed feature structures for encoding linguistic knowledge. We show the application of this representational device for the architecture of linguistic knowledge sources for nmltilingum generation. As an example, we describe the use of interacting collocational and syntactic constraints in the generation of French and German sentences.
1 Introduction
The Problem
The choice of target language realizations in machine translation or in multilingual generation is conditioned by constraints involving different levels of linguistic description for the individual languages. From a descriptive point of view, it is desirable to be able to keep these different levels separate -conceptually ~ well ~s in the actual implementation of knowledge sources and representations of linguistic objects; such levels may include, for example, a description of morphological properties, of constituent structure, of predicate-argument structures or functional structures, as well as a description of textual and pragmatic properties.
In generation from semantic representations, constraints on the choice of linguistic realizations depend on properties of the basic elements of lexical and syntactic variants with respect to all these levels; such constraints usually interact in various ways.
Knowledge sources which provide the information necessary for modelling such phenomena should therefore allow for modularization as well as for *Reseoxch reported in this paper is partly supported by the Gelanan Ministry of Research and Technology (BMFT, Bundesminister ffir Forschung und Technologic), under grant No. 08 B3116 3. the declarative formulation of dependencies between information which belongs to different descriptive levels.
1.2

Current Approaches
In research on MT and NL generation, different approaches to both problems, modularization and interaction between the modules, have been proposed.
Although most of these approaches allow for a description of linguistic phenomena at each individual level, it is hard for them to explicitly express interactions between levels without using directionality. Usually, adjacent levels are connected by explicit mappings. Conditions acting on nonadjacent levels often cannot be expressed directly: thus, information has to be carried explicitly across levels where it would normally not be stated. Moreover, as the input structure is transformed stepwise, the set of mappings has to be ordered carefully. Other generation researchers, like [DANLOS 1987 ]:96-99 and [NIRENBUtlG 1989 ]:242f have a similar view of the architecture of the linguistic description; most of their solutions to the above problem are based on a heuristic ordering of the mapping and on some loss of strictness in the separation of levels.
In order to alleviate such problems, the use of "codescriptions" h~u been proposed 1 which allows for statements about the coexistence of partial descriptions belonging to separate descriptive levels. This device makes all relevant information avait~ able in one place thus allowing for constraints from different levels to be considered at the same time. Although the use of codescriptions perfectly supports the formulation of interactions between different types of partial information, the current propos-als do not seem to pay enough attention to the separation <)f different types of information. In many cases, one of the types of information is assigned a predominant role (usually this is c-structure); all other information depends on it, i.e. cannot be expressed without making reference to the dominating information.
In this paper we propose an architecture of knowledge sources for multilingual genera.tion. It is based on linguistic descriptions in the format of typed feature terms following ideas of [Ai'T-KAcI 1986] hierarchy of feature terms which is derived from the hierarchy of type symbols (iniplicitly defined by the set of feature type definitions) and the usual subsumption relation on ordinary feature terms. In the general case, the hierarchy of feature terms is a multiple inheritance hierarchy.
(riven an arbitrary linguistic object represented by a feature term which is only partially specified, the linguist is interested in obtaining the most precise description of this object according to a grammar (specified as a feature type system). Given such a term, the interpreter computes the set of most specific feature terms which are deriw~d from it by applying feature type definitions: each member of the solution set is subsumed by (i.e. is more specific than) the initial term. For tiffs derivation, the interprefer of' the system uses only two basic operations ~, typed unification of feature terms, and rewriting ba~sed on unifying substitutions of feature terms.
7A liiore detailed description of these operations can be
Figure 1: A part of the conceptual hierarchy
Linguistic Objects
Descriptions of linguistic objects may contain pragmatic, semantic, and syntactic information. We of ganize tile linguistic information as a hierarchy of classes of linguistic objects, where we assume that for each of the levels, it is possible to define classes of basic objects, classes of structures these objects can be parts of, and interrelations between objects of different levels and between structures of diflbrent levels 3. For example, basic objects of a conceptual description are concepts, those of a lexical description are lezical units (words as well as multi word lexemes). Semantic structures may, for example, define the temporal structuring of states of affairs; syntac= tic structures define well-formed phrase structures and functional structures. Relations between concepts and lexemes define possible ways of lexicalizing conceptual information in a given language. Relations between semantic and syntactic structures describe possible syntactic realizations of semantic de: scriptions. For the remainder of this paper, we isolate the part of the architecture concerned with the relations between conceptual and syntactic descriptions, abstracting away from other types of information.
3
Relating conceptual and syntactic knowledge 3.1 A conceptual hierarchy cific concept classifications. As to the level of detail down to which the conceptual description proceeds, it seems useful to stop decomposing concepts at a level where none of the languages to be treated has more specialized lexemes available. This allows to treat cases where languages differ with respect to the specialization level down to which they have lexemes. French and Italian, for example, do not have lexemes for the concept of "transport-in-the-ai(', which makes it necessary to use the lexeme denoting a generic *transport*-action and to separately realize (in a prepositional phrase) the instrument: transporter des fleurs en avion de Nice a Berlin; trasportare fiori in aereo, da Nizza a Berlino. English and German, on the other hand, not only have lexemes for the generic concept, but also for the specialized one, namely lo fly slh. and etw. ftiegen, as in fly flowers from Nice to Berlin; Blumen yon Nizza nach Berlin fliegen. We therefore introduce a concept *fly*, defined as a subclass of *transport* with *airplane* as an instrument.
A lexical hierarchy
In analogy to the semantic classification, we introduce a hierarchy of syntactic objects classified according to their syntagmatic properties; this allows for immediate access to information relevant for the realization of each lexeme.
We use a hierarchy of subcategorization types where "monosemous readings" of lexical units are classified. As an example, we discuss some characteristics of the organization of the French verbal subcategorization hierarchy. Although basically using fnnctional structures of LFG as syntactic representations, we do not only use LFG's grammatical function labels as a basic vocabulary 4. We also specify, among others, the phrasal category of the complement (NP, AP, finite or infinite clause, etc.), pronominalization possibilities (e.g. le, la, lee vs. en, y vs. lui, lent, etc.), and the presence/absence of prepositions. This decomposes grammatical ftmctions according to the distinctions relevant for their definition. Similar procedures have been proposed within LFG's lexical mapping theory, e.g.
by []3RESNAN/KANEKVA 1989]. Our representation would also allow, without major changes, the construction of syntactic representations in the format of a different unification-based grammatical theory, if this theory makes use of the same types of elementary distinctions as the classification used here.
This double classification which uses categorial as 4E.g., grammatical functions may be assigned to complements with different internal structure (e.g. NPs or subclauses, described as (OBJ)ects).
well as pronominalization information, allows for the independent formulation of generalizations coded in the definition of the respective subcategorization classes; for each pronominalization type, including predicative and oblique complements, a range of possible syntactic realizations is described. For each "monosemous reading" of a verbal lexeme we can thus describe in detail a set of synonymous syntactic construction variants.
The lexical entry for enthousiasmer specifes, for example, that both its complements may only be realized as NPs:
(1) enthousiasmer = rPRED:
"enthousiasmer" 1 2-f-verb /1ST-COMPL: subj A nominal-phrase I . L2ND-eOMPL: obj A nominal-phrase.J enthousiasmer inherits from the class 2-f-verb of verbs taking two complements and selects as a first complement a nominal phrase of type subj, and as a second complement an NP of type obj. subj represents the whole range of possible structures which can appear as first complements; obj also defines a set of realization variants with the same pronominalization behaviour, namely an NP, affirmative or interrogative clause or infinitivals with or without a or de as a preposition. From what we said about semantic decomposition above, it follows that, for each concept, we assume there exists at least one lexeme in one of the languages; usually there will be more than one. This is captured by a relation p on pairs of partial semantic and partial syntactic structures. The relation is specified as a feature term with top level labels SEM and SYN. The fact that many of the interactions between semantic and syntactic de,~criptions can be expressed for whole classes of structures is reflected by a modular and hierarchical specification of this relation. For example, there is a relation p-entity~NP which connects objects of type *entity* with noun phrases, or the relations p-proposition ~NP and p-proposition,-.VP which relate *proposition* type objects with NPs (whose head is a nominalization) or VPs (e.g. infinitival complements, that-clauses, etc.), re.,~pectively.
Since verbs are classified according to their number of complements, it is possible to define relations between predicates and lexical classes, e.g. for predicates with two arguments and their two-place lexical counterparts (p-2arg).
On the lexical level, relations between concepts and lexemes allow for the specification of lexical material (single lexemes, as well as e.g. support verb constructions etc.) available for a given concept; the lexical types represent a range of construction vari~ ants which can be formed with the lemma. So, for example p~enthuse relates the concept *enthuse* with the verbal lemlna enthousiasmer discussed in (l). The concept *enthuse* is defined as taking a *proposition* as its first ~trgnment. The lemnm enthousiasrner, however, selects only nominal-phrase type first complements. Consequently, subject clauses or subject infinitives are ruled out for this verb, and among the realization possibilities for *proposition*s, only nominalizations can be used.
Using the relations in generation
The use of the architecture of knowledge sources for different descriptive levels is best shown in an application where the interaction of constraints from different levels has to be treated: in the following example, collocational and syntactic (subcategorization) constraints interact.
For the realization of a simplified conceptual structure like (4), different English, French and German collocations such as (5)--(11) can be used; A simplified subcategorization description for the French and German verbs shows that they fall roughly into two classes, transitive and intransitive'~: French renconlrer (7) is described as transitive, taking a subject and an object and being passivizable. French buter contre (8) and se heu,'ter a (9), a.~ well as German s toflen auf or lreffen auf (lO), (11), are described as taking a subject and a prepositional object, and disallowing passivization: The problem is that collocationally correct realizations of (4) in German are only possible with verbs which do not have passive forms, like sloflen auf or Ire]fen auf (lO), (11).
If we want to generate French and German fi'om a predicate-argument structure like (19), we still want to use a general relation describing the relation between a I{ESTR. of an *entity* and i~s syntactic realization variants, namely a relative clause or an embedded participle. This relation carries the constraint, however, that the verb which the participle is to be derived from be transitive. Taking the French collocations discussed in (7)-(9), the following realizations for (19) exist:
(20) un probl~me rencontr ( a relard( un projet; 5We simplify considerably and abstract away, for the purpose of this paper, from the question of language-specitlc elements in the definition of syntax:tic classes like "transitive" or "intransitive" and take passivization possibility as a distinctive criterion in all languages. 
Conclusion
In this paper we proposed an architecture for the organization of linguistic knowledge allowing for both (1) the separate formulation of generalizations for different types of linguistic information, and (2) the use of relations to state correspondences between partial information pertaining to different levels of linguistic description. Typed feature terms are used for encoding linguistic knowledge; the TFS system incorporates a multiple inheritance mechanism, which allows to minimize redundancy within "specialized" knowledge sources, like e.g. the hierarchy of subcategorization types. On the other hand, no interfacing problems between different levels of linguistic description arise, due to the use of one and the same data structure for representing all these levels for a given linguistic object. In addition, instead of explicitly controlling complex interactions, the relational approach allows to constrain realization choices in generation as a result of the simultaneous application of distributed linguistic constraints.
The TFS system has been implemented in Common-LISP by Martin Emele and Rdmi Z~jac [EMELE/ZAJAC 1989A], on Symbolics, TI Explorer and VAX. Sample grammars have been documented in [EMELE 1988] and . The specification of the knowledge sources is currently under way.
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